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Abstract. Collaborative cyber-physical systems can dynamically form networks 
at runtime. Such networks can achieve goals that are unachievable to individual 
systems. Due to their dynamic natures such networks must handle a variety of 
configurations which influence the goals that can be achievable. In this paper we 
investigate the use of an approach combining a goal and a special configuration 
model to reason about permissible and unwanted network configurations. Pre-
liminary evaluation results from an industrial case study indicate that the ap-
proach can help discover problematic network configurations for networks of 
collaborative cyber-physical systems.  
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1 Introduction 

Goal modeling, goal-oriented requirements engineering, and goal-based analysis [1] 
are commonly used to elicit, document, and analyze requirements. Particularly goal 
models are used to identify conflicts between different stakeholders [2]. However, in 
previous work we have shown that goal models are also a good fit to foster analysis of 
collaborative cyber-physical systems [3]. In this situation, multiple systems collaborate 
with each other to a) achieve some greater good of the so formed overall system net-
work and b) to maximize their individual goal fulfillment. The achievable goals of the 
system network as well as of the partaking individual systems, thus, greatly depend on 
their context [4] and in particular on the configuration of the system network [5]. There-
fore, it is necessary to reason about the goals to be achieved in each possible configu-
ration and to reason about the configurations in which certain goals can be achieved. 

Based on the related work we developed a general solution approach, which gener-
ates certain views onto the goal model. In this paper, we report evaluation results from 
applying this overall approach to the industrial case example of autonomous transport 
robots taken from the automotive domain. 

Therefore, this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the concrete prob-
lem statement and the industrial case example, based on this the related work is dis-
cussed in Section 3. Resulting from the related work the general approach is introduced 
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and applied to the case example and results are shown in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 
concludes the paper.  

2 Background 

2.1 Problem statement 

Collaborative cyber-physical systems can form networks which can achieve more than 
the individual systems by themselves [6, 7]. For, example vehicles equipped with col-
laborative adaptive cruise control systems can form platoons which enable all following 
vehicles to reduce their fuel consumption because the platooning functionality allows 
them to safely reduce the distance needed to the vehicle ahead. These networks are of 
a dynamic nature as they can change their configurations during runtime [8]. Vehicles 
may form a new platoon or join and leave existing platoons at any time. Goal modeling 
has proven useful to document and reason about the goals of such networks, its indi-
vidual collaborative cyber-physical systems, and their dependencies. However, goal 
models are typically used to document goals of individual systems (which might consist 
of other systems as, e.g., is the case for systems of systems) but not for documenting 
goals of a network of collaborative cyber-physical systems that consists of a plethora 
of systems collaborating, particularly considering that many of these systems are of 
similar types [9].  

To allow for proper documentation of all possible network configurations, we intro-
duced dynamicity constraint models in [5]. Dynamicity constraint models are based on 
cardinality-based feature models [10] and allow the definition of what constitutes a 
valid network configuration. For example, a valid platoon must consist of at least two 
vehicles and each platoon needs exactly one leading vehicle. While dynamicity con-
straint models capture the morphological variability of the system network, the goal 
model still needs to account for the various goals the overall system network and each 
individual network want to achieve. However, this largely depends on the concrete net-
work configuration. For example, the goal of a platoon to split platoons into two should 
only be achievable if there are at least four vehicles in a platoon.  

To better reason about the capabilities of the different configurations of such a net-
work, it is necessary to be able to answer the following questions: 

1. Which goals can be achieved by a given configuration? 

2. Which goals can be achieved by all configurations in a set of given configurations? 

3. Which goals can be achieved by at least one configuration from a set of given con-
figurations? 
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2.2 Case example 

We illustrate the problem situation and later on in this paper the initial solution idea 
using an industrial case example from the automation domain. Smart factories are de-
signed to adapt themselves to different production orders [11]. Therefore, smart facto-
ries need to decide whether a certain production order is producible and how this should 
be conducted. To this end, autonomous transport robots are used to allow for flexible 
material flows between different production sites. A fleet of transport robots is tasked 
with transporting goods from one or more pick-up stations to one or more drop-off 
stations. A simplified dynamicity constraint model, a fragment of the respective goal 
model and the trace links between the dynamicity constraint model and the goal model 
are shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Goal model and dynamicity constraint model for a transport robot fleet 

The network consists of one to 20 robots which can be of three different types, one 
to five pick-up stations, and one to five drop-off stations. Various goals of the fleet are 
linked to the dynamicity constraint model. For example, the Low Maintenance Costs 
softgoal excludes any robots of type III, as those are more expensive to maintain than 
the other types. However, only robots of type III can adjust the height at which they 
pick up and drop off goods and are thus needed to achieve the Pick-Ups/Drop-Offs at 
Different Heights goal. For a more detailed discussion of the case example please refer 
to [5]. 
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2.3 Illustration of problem situation  

Coming back to the questions to be reasoned about from Section 1, for example, we 
would like to be able to answer questions such as which goals can be achieved by a 
fleet of one robot of type III, one pick-up station of type I, and one drop of station of 
type II. Other questions we seek answers to are questions like what goals can all con-
figurations achieve in a fleet of one or two robots, but not more than one of type II or 
III each, one pick-up station of type II, and one drop-off station of type II and what 
goals can at least one configuration of such a fleet achieve. Table 1 relates the examples 
given to the kind of questions they are and provides rationales why it is important to be 
able to answer such questions.  

Table 1. Analytical questions for goal modeling of networks of collaborative cyber-physical 
system  

 Question Example Rationale 
1 Which goals can 

be achieved by a 
given configura-
tion? 

Which goals can be achieved 
by a fleet of one robot of type 
III, one pick-up station of type 
I, and one drop-off station of 
type II? 

It is important to investigate the different con-
figurations and the achievable goals for each 
configuration. This allows, for instance in 
identifying network configurations that are un-
wanted (i.e. that do not sufficiently achieve 
necessary goals) and, thus, need to be pre-
vented from forming.  

2 Which goals can 
be achieved by 
all configura-
tions in a set of 
given configura-
tions? 

Which goals can all configu-
rations achieve in a fleet of 
one or two robots, but not 
more than one of type II or III 
each, one pick-up station of 
type II, and one drop-off sta-
tion of type II? 

For engineers it is important to reason about 
commonalities between configurations. It is 
important to investigate which goals will be 
achieved any time and which only under cer-
tain circumstances.  

3 Which goals can 
be achieved by 
at least one con-
figuration from 
a set of given 
configurations? 

Which goals can at least one 
configuration achieve in a 
fleet of one or two robots, but 
not more than one of type II or 
III each, one pick-up station 
of type II, and one drop-off 
station of type II? 

For engineers it is important to investigate 
which goals are achievable by which configu-
ration. For instance, it must be ensured that 
goals are achievable by at least one configura-
tion. 

 

3 Related Work 

This section reviews the related work w.r.t. the problem situation and the questions to 
be answered outlined in Section 2. In particular, approaches exist that combine goal and 
variability modeling, approaches that derive feature models from goal models, ap-
proaches reasoning about goal configurations and goal-modeling approaches consider-
ing specific contexts and configurations. 
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3.1 Approaches for using goal models for documenting variability.  

Several approaches exist for creating goal models that contain information about 
variability. Goal models allow for the decomposition of goals into subgoals. These ap-
proaches assume that OR decompositions indicate variability. As most goal modeling 
languages only define one or two types of OR decomposition (inclusive OR and exclu-
sive OR), extensions have been developed to allow for documenting more complex 
relationships such as entirely optional goals, selection of a certain number of different 
goals etc. To address this issue. Borba and Silva [12] propose an extension to i* that 
distinguishes seven different kinds of means-end links. Silva et al. [13] presents an as-
pect-oriented i* approach to model common and variable features of a product line 
using a goal model. Variable goals, tasks, resources etc. are assigned to aspects accord-
ing to the feature model that describes the product line. Semmak et al. [14] [15] extend 
the KAOS method to support the generation of domain goal models that document all 
goals of an entire product line. Liu et al. [16], [17] extend the GRL modeling language 
with feature modeling concepts. Santos et al. [18] presents an approach for using goal 
models to document the variability of BPMN process models. While these approaches 
succeed at documenting product line variability in goal models, they are not able to 
cope with some of the characteristics of networks of collaborative cyber-physical sys-
tems such as the possible existence of multiple systems of the same type in such a net-
work and the need to alter the number of permissible systems in such a network accord-
ing to selected goals. 

3.2 Approaches for deriving feature models from goal models 

Approaches also exist for deriving feature models describing a product line from 
existing goal models. Yu et al. [19] present an approach for deriving feature models 
from goal models. AND-decompositions in the goal models are mapped to mandatory 
features. OR-Decompositions are mapped to OR features. A special OR-decomposition 
is defined that can be mapped to alternative features. The approach is extended in [20] 
to distinguish two kinds of “true” OR-decompositions. When subgoals can be selected 
at design time because the selection is based on quality criteria they are mapped to OR 
features. Otherwise they are mapped to mandatory features. Asadi et al. [21] present an 
approach for creating feature models based on i* goal models. Goal and feature models 
are linked by annotating features with Boolean variables that correspond to goals from 
the goal model. This way the goals can be used as rationales for feature selection. 

3.3 Approaches for finding optimal configurations 

 Introducing variability into goal models or linking goal and feature models is usu-
ally done to find optimal configurations for product lines. Gonzales-Baixauli et al. [22] 
present an approach to select the most appropriate variant based on softgoals. Two 
AND/OR –trees are created manually, one containing all goals and tasks of the system, 
one containing all softgoals. A variant is represented by an OR-path in the goal/task 
tree. The goals/tasks are manually linked to softgoals using correlation links. Softgoals 
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are assigned priority values. Based on these parameters the tool computes a score for 
each variant to optimize softgoal fulfilment. António et al. [23] present an approach 
that combines i* goal modeling and feature models, too. First domain goal models are 
created, then a feature model of the product line is derived. In application engineering 
feature and goal models are configured to create models for one product. Silva et al. 
[24] present a process to identify features and configure feature models. Noorian et al. 
[25] presents an approach to better select features of product lines according to stake-
holder needs. To this end their approach semi-automatically maps elements from goal 
models and feature models. The approach requires the existence of trace links between 
the feature model and natural language documents (e.g. interview transcripts) as well 
as between the goal model and natural language documents. Using natural language 
processing techniques, the natural language documents are automatically analyzed, and 
the feature model and the goal model are annotated accordingly, and mappings are 
identified using integer linear programming. This work is extended in [26] which pre-
sents a process for finding the optimal configuration for a product line product bases 
on stakeholder needs. The feature model, the goal model, and their relations are trans-
formed into an integer linear program which is then used to find the optimal solution. 
Liu et al. [16], [17] use their extended GRL modeling languages and extend the GRL 
evaluation algorithm so it can be used to derive valid product configurations. 

These approaches aim at finding product configurations that best align with stake-
holder goals, often taking the fulfilment level of softgoals into account. The questions 
we are interested in, however, do not seek an optimal solution but rather aim at detect-
ing configurations that could lead to problems such as the inability to perform certain 
tasks. 

3.4 Approaches for finding configurations for specific contexts  

Beside regular product lines the relation between goal modeling and variability mod-
eling is also of interest for the development of systems that need to adapt to a dynamic 
context. In [27] the authors extends the approach from [24] for dynamic software prod-
uct lines. Changes in the contexts a dynamic software product line can be subject to 
lead to reconfigurations of the product line to maximize softgoal satisfaction. Ali et al. 
[28] present a goal modeling approach for systems with variable context. The TROPOS 
goal model is annotated with facts, which determine when an element from the goal 
model is valid. Facts are combined into formulae which describe relevant contexts. 
Consistency checks are performed to ensure contradictory contexts are detected. Con-
flict analysis is performed to detect conflicting actions and conflicts over resources. 
Asadi et al. [29] presents an approach that transforms GRL goal models  and feature 
models and their relations into description logic and checks for inconsistencies. La-
pouchnian et al. [30], [31] present an approach for parametrized goal models for various 
contexts. Elements in the goal model are annotated with tags which define in which 
context an element in valid. Context parameters can be arranged in hierarchies. If a 
subparameter is assigned to a goal so are the superparameters.  
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4 Case study application 

From Section 3 results following basic approach, which is detailed in Section 4.1. We 
evaluated this basic idea using the industrial case example from Section 2.2 and outline 
the results in the following subsections. 

4.1 Initial solution idea 

To give support in answering the questions 1 to 3 from Section 2.1, we propose the 
generation of dedicated views on the goal model. Fig. 2 illustrates our approach. Based 
on one or a set of configurations and the information from the goal model, the dy-
namicity constraint model, and their trace links two kinds of views for the goal model 
can be created. One view containing all elements that are valid for all configurations 
and one view containing all elements that are valid for at least one of the configurations 
in this set. Creating such a view for exactly one configuration can be considered a spe-
cial case where those two views are always identical.  

Goal model Dynamicity
 constraint

 model

Selected configuration(s)

Trace links

Configured goal
Model(s)

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Conceptual overview 

While this basic solution idea is based upon the approaches outlined in Section 3, in the 
following we will focus on assessing the applicability of this idea using the case exam-
ple from Section 2.2. 

4.2 Generation of goal models based on configuration models 

Fig. 3 illustrates the generation of a goal model based on one given configuration. For 
illustration purpose a simple network configuration was chosen, consisting of one robot 
of type III, one pick-up station of type I, and one drop-off station of type II. As a con-
sequence, the softgoal Low Maintenance Costs and the goals Pick-Ups/Drop-Offs at 
Different Heights and Handover of Goods where goods are exchanged between robots 
mid-transport cannot be fulfilled and are removed from the goal model to show which 
goals the given configuration can achieve. 
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Fig. 3. Generation of a goal model based on one specific configuration 

Goal models cannot only be generated for one particular configuration but also for a 
set of configurations. This is of particular interest as these kinds of networks are of a 
dynamic nature and can change their morphology during runtime. The dynamicity con-
straint model shown in Fig. 4 defines a network that consists of one or two robots, but 
not more than one of type II or III each, one pick-up station of type II, and one drop-
off station of type II. The goal model in Fig. 4 shows all goals that can be achieved by 
all configurations in this set. Again, the softgoal Low Maintenance Costs and the goals 
Pick-Ups/Drop-Offs at Different Heights and Handover of Goods were removed be-
cause having a robot of type III in the network excludes the softgoal Low Maintenance 
Costs and having only one robot in the network excludes the goals Pick-Ups/Drop-Offs 
at Different Heights and Handover of Goods. 
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Fig. 4. Generation of goal model containing only goals valid in all selected configurations 

To explore which goals can be achieved by at least one configuration from a given 
set of configurations a goal model can be generated accordingly. Fig. 5 illustrates this 
for the set of configurations introduced in Fig. 4. Unlike the goal model in Fig. 4, this 
goal model contains the softgoal Low Maintenance Costs because if there are no robots 
of type III in the network this softgoal can be achieved sufficiently. Moreover, the goal 
Pick-Ups/Drop-Offs at Different Heights is included in the goal model because the net-
work may contain a robot of type III and the Handover of Goods is included in the goal 
model because the network may contain up to two robots. 
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Fig. 5. Goal model containing all goals valid in at least one selected configuration 

5 Lessons Learned 

The case study application has shown that the approach can help identify achievable 
and unachievable goals for different configurations of the system network. This allows 
for identifying needed and problematic configurations so that developers can deal with 
these accordingly. For example, developers can shut off functionalities in the individual 
systems in cases where the current network configuration cannot make use of those 
functionalities or developers can prevent systems from connecting to a network if that 
would cause problems.  

The approach allows for considering various analytical questions such as the achiev-
ability of goals for one particular configuration as well as the achievability of goals for 
a set of configurations, considering the goals that can be achieved by all of these con-
figurations or at least by one of these configurations. This allows for reasoning about 
the capabilities of such a network in terms of what can be achieved if the network as-
sumes the needed configuration and what can always be achieved regardless of the cur-
rent configuration. 

To further investigate dependencies between network configurations and goals, it 
might be useful to consider the opposite direction. I.e. investigating which configura-
tions can achieve a particular goal or which configurations can achieve a set of goals 
and if there are tradeoffs to achieving a particular or a set of particular goals. I.e., does 
this prevent the network from achieving other goals? 
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While the approach considers the dependencies between the network configurations 
and their goals it might also be worthwhile investigating the dependencies between 
network configurations and the goals of individual systems as the fulfilment of goals 
by the network ultimately depends on the fulfilment of goals by the individual systems 
in the network.  

6 Conclusion 

For the development of collaborative cyber-physical systems, which can dynamically 
form networks at runtime, it is of importance to investigate which configurations might 
be problematic. Based on the configuration of the network, the network is able to 
achieve certain goals or not. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate, which goals can 
be achieved by which configuration and which configuration can achieve which goals. 
Furthermore, it is important to identify commonalities in goal fulfilment between dif-
ferent configurations. 

Based on contributions from the related work, we developed a solution idea that 
generates configured goal models showing what goals one configuration or a set of 
configurations can achieve. 

We have shown applicability of the general solution idea using an industrial case 
example from the automation domain. For the transport robot case example, it was pos-
sible to show that our approach provides answers to the questions: Which goals can be 
achieved by a given configuration? Which goals can be achieved by all configurations 
in a set of given configurations? Which goals can be achieved by at least one configu-
ration from a set of given configurations?  

Future work will deal with the formal definition of the approach considering more 
intricate relations between the goal and the dynamicity constraint models, such as dif-
ferent kinds of goal decompositions for different configurations, and with more thor-
ough evaluation including prototypical implementation. Also, interesting to investigate 
will be the configuration of networks based on a selection of goals. Due to dynamic 
nature of such networks, it might also be interesting to further investigate the impact of 
unforeseen situations such as systems joining the network that were not anticipated at 
design time. 
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